Saskatchewan Glacier
July 12
Participants: Sandy, Trent, Don, Caroline, Tamara, Zen, Sasha, Terry

This trip was supposed to be the first of two hikes on
the weekend. However, given that a forest fire was
burning around Saskatchewan Crossing, it made it
difficult to plan. The second hike was supposed to be
Glacier Lake, but the
trail was closed. So, we
set out on the morning
of the hike, with several plans in mind. Our arrival in West
Country would dictate the choice of trail(s).

turn

There was an information barricade just past the Crimson Lake
off and we were told highway 11 was open all the way to
Saskatchewan Crossing. We ended up driving through smoke
from Nordegg to the Park boundary. Amazingly, the sky was
perfectly blue right after the park entrance; smoke free and clear
sailing. Let the hiking begin!

We got ready, laced up our boots, headed across the old bridge, followed the river by the hair
pin corner and wandered up through the trees on the old jeep trail. Clear blue skies, you
couldn’t even tell a forest fire was burning 30 km south.
First obstacles:
Stay right,
to cross at the
log jamb.

Then cross back over the small stream to allow yourself to be in the
centre-right of the valley.
You keep this line in the
valley and head to the toe
of the glacier. Toe of the
glacier can be seen just
over Zen’s right shoulder.
An endless, or it might
seem that way) of glacial
debris is your path to the
destination.

Some views along the way:

The last kilometer of hiking takes you through a debris field with larger boulders, hills and dips.
Then the toe comes into sight! As you can see, no clouds and best of all, no smoke from the
forest fire!
(stay way right)

Bring aqua-socks. Remember,
cold!!!

the water is

